THOU SHALT NOT SEARCH ENGINE OF ANY SIZE, SHAPE, FORM, OR RELIGION!

__ Used Internet (half points)

Section the First: Ask A Ninja: (For this section, it is okay to WATCH (not Google) Ask A Ninja episodes)

1. What is the circumference of a moose?
2. Who killed Kennedy?
3. How do ninjas raise their children?
4. If a ninja could be any food, what food would it be?
5. Do Ninjas ever fall in love?
6. According to The Ninja, who is a “more mannish version of Orlando Bloom?”
7. What do people usually say when being beaten to death with their own severed arms?
8. What is The Ninja's advice for Ninature Golf?
9. Why are Santa's clothes red?
10. Ninjas are only susceptible to one disease. What is it?
11. Why read between the lines?
12. What is podcasting?

(answers)

1. --Michael Palin with his face in a pie times Douglas Adams squared
2. --A ninja, on a shadowy knoll.
3. --From the dead.
4. --A cream puff, a very deadly cream puff, maybe the pastry it has very sharp angles on it, the cream inside is poison, and the powdered sugar on top is actually powdered swords.
5. No - ninjas glide silently into love, with two swords drawn.
6. Kiera Knightley
7. --"This is not fun"
8. --Don't try and play the entire game with one sword.
9. --It is the blood of the children who have woken in the middle of the night and tried to get a glimpse of him.
10. --Saturday Night Fever.
11. --Because sometimes there's a ninja there
12. --An apple pie factory for whales.

Section the Second: Ninja Turtles
13. The creator of *Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles* once admitted that the “Turtles” component was just something random he came up with that day. On any other day it could have been what?


15. *Ninja Turtles: The Next Mutation* was a series where a fifth turtle was introduced. On what popular live-action show did these five turtles make a guest appearance?

Section the Third – Miscellaneous Ninjaness

16. What ninja memorabilia does 500 yen get you in Iga city?

17. Which eye-patched character is Naruto’s mentor?

18. What actual ninja was memorialized in a recent major motion picture?

19. In a 1988 chromium plated movie, what did it say on the two Caucasian ninja’s headbands?

20. Self-professed Ninja expert Robert Hamburger lists WHAT accomplishments to justify his claims?

21. According to Robert Hamburger, what is the third (and the most important) fact about ninjas?

22. In Dungeons and Dragons, a ninja class was added in one of the expansions. What ability permits ninja to gain a +2 bonus to Will saves?

23. What, according to the Urban Dictionary, is a FaceBook Ninja?

24. According to a popular news website, (ok, the Onion) every year in California, people come out to see the Modesto County Ninja Parade. How do we know this is the 30th year the ninjas have stealthily (other than that infinitesimally brief sighting in 1984) celebrated their heritage?

25. In the original The Tick comic book series – how did the ninja surrounding Oedipus’ mansion disguise themselves?

Answers:

13. *Teenage Mutant Ninja Guppies*
14. The opening sequence (It was set to techno and used actual footage from that week’s cartoon)
15. *Power Rangers: In Space*
17. Kakashi Hatake
18. Hanzo Hattori in Kill Bill
19. Ninja (from Full Metal Ninja)
20. Robert Hamburger has a black belt in Street Fighter 2 and a second degree black belt in Mortal Kombat 1-3. He can kick or punch the wall without feeling pain. He has studied ninjas for several weeks and has watched a bunch of movies about them. Robert lives with a bunch of hot babes and porks them whenever he wants.
21. The purpose of the ninja is to flip out and kill people
22. Ki
23. A person who does not have a FaceBook account, but appears in pictures posted on FaceBook.
24. From an arrow scroll delivered straight into the heart of a city clerk.
25. As a hedge (from Tick3-Night of a Million-Zillion Ninja)
Section the Fourth - Match the name of the movie with the plot:

26. D__ Chinese Super Ninja
27. F__ Ninja Fantasy
28. J__ Ninja Champion
29. L__ Ninja Force of Assassins
30. H__ Ninja Kids
31. G__ Clash of the Ninjas
32. E__ The Super Ninja
33. K__ The Diabolical Lady Lotus
34. B__ Ninja Hunter
35. C__ Ninja in the Deadly Trap
36. A__ Ninja: the Final Duel
37. I __ Ninja the Protector

A. After failing to destroy a Shaolin temple, a band of Japanese Ninja are handpicked by the bad guys to do the job. As the ninjas approach, the fierce Shaolin Monks ready for a battle to the death.

B. The destruction of the legendary Shaolin temple brings to the forefront Abbot White, head of the Wu Dang Taoist temple, sworn enemies of the Shaolin monks. Allied to the deadly ninja sect of Japan, White will settle for nothing less than total decimation of Shaolin. One righteous ninja is all that stands between him and his evil plans.

C. The famous Chinese general Chieh Chikuang defeats the invading Japanese forces in a series of bloody skirmishes. Set in the Ming Dynasty.

D. A film chock full of martial arts mayhem and bloody ninja hijinks, this magnum opus of vengeance follows the trail of Tsiau Chin Hau, who swears revenge after the members of his martial arts school are slaughtered by a group of pesky ninjas led by supreme baddy Cheng Yun. After studying the secret rituals of the deadliest ninja masters, Chin and some drinking buddies decide it's high time to take some ninjas down.

E. A masterful modern-day ninja must defeat dozens of enemies in a violent world of drugs, bombs, torture and machine guns. An exciting RAMBO-style action movie filled with hard-core violent action against killers and dirty cops.

F. When government agents close-in on Harry Reed and his gang of ninja drug smugglers, the blood-thirsty Reed declares war! In an explosion of mad desperation and undercover ninja FBI agent retaliates, and the butchery doesn't end until the last evil ninja is carved to a bloody pulp.

G. An evil corporation is out to harvest organs from live people and smuggle them into the country. It is up to our hero to find out who is behind this illegal operation and put an end to the group once and for all.

H. Lady Lotus, an evil sorceress, attempted countless times to retrieve an ancient katana which possess great power from Naguchi. Meanwhile, a group of friends are planning a camping trip and follow an all girl class. However, everything gets awry and the friends are left stranded in the mountains. While navigating their way back, they stumble across a hidden cavern. There an old ninja master lives, who chooses the boys to become ninjas and retrieve the katana that Lady Lotus is searching for. The boys manage to find their way back home only to fight an endless swarm of adversaries from a rival basketball team to mountain headhunters to common criminals all leading to the boys confrontation with Lady Lotus and her Black Ninja army.

I. When a nation-wide forgery ring floods the country with counterfeit money, a special unit headed by ninja Jason Hart is assigned to smash the crime-ring and the stage is set for a cataclysmic showdown to the death between the forces of ninja good and ninja evil.
J. An Interpol agent called Donald is investigating a diamond smuggling criminal organization, led by nefarious Maurice. He finds out with the help of his boss Richard about the rape of a woman named Rose who is implicated in Maurice's crime ring.

K. Not a movie

L. Not a movie

Section the Fifth – Identify the Weapon

38. **Shogee**

39. *The chain is used to wrap the sword of an enemy, while the spike would be used to impale the person.*

40. **Shobo**

41. *Spikes worn on the fingers used to hit pressure points of enemies.*

42. **Ninjato**

43. *A sword between the size of a Katana and Wakazashi, straight rather than curved, typically worn on the back*

44. **Shuriken**

45. *Concealed weapon thrown at enemies—particularly hands or eyes, and sometimes stabbing or slashing.*